Foundation of concept of constitutional homeopathic remedy by using electropuncture methods
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The issue of objectivization of the concept of constitutional homeopathic remedy (CHR) is one of the most interesting in classic homeopathy. The classic homeopathy has failed to solve this issue. There are three fundamental features on which may be based the constitutional homeopathic remedy’s determination:

1. CHR compensates, simultaneously, all the patient’s chronic affections, namely treats the pathological processes in his body as a whole.

2. CHR compensates the residual nucleus of the pathology by using the patient’s nosologic therapy, namely the regenerative value stable for adaptation.

3. CHR compensates the weakest organ in the lower part (in case of VRT testing), the weakest tissue or system of the organism.

Among the other features of CHR, used in classic homeopathy are numbered:

- dependence on the patient’s individuality,

- the method mainly mental description pathogenesis it’s not reflect the constitutionality.

In case the homeopathic physician uses the method of electropuncture diagnostic, such as VRT, is simplified the issue of CHR’s selection, which allows to avoid the errors in the repertorisation practice. The features of the constitutional homeopathic remedy 1,2 and 3 may be presented under the form of the following VRT criteria (VRT measurement / testing schemes):

\[
\text{CMH}\downarrow + \text{CHR}\uparrow \quad (1)
\]

for the first feature

\[
\text{CMH}\downarrow + \text{NANB}\uparrow + \text{CHR}\downarrow \quad (2)
\]

for the second one and, respectively,

\[
\text{KL_Org}\downarrow \Box \text{CHR} \uparrow + \text{El}\uparrow \quad (3)
\]

for the third one of the mentioned features.

Here are used the standard notations, used in VRT.
CMH – the complex chrono-semantic marker represents in its entirety the signals from the node and periphery of biological active points (BAP), placed on the main hieroglyphical line of the patient’s palm.

NANB – the directed autonosode of the patient’s blood.

KL_Org – the lower key-test, indicating organ, tissue or organ systems.

KL El – the upper key-test El.

In order to perform all the studies concerning the diagnostic by using the VRT method, the elaboration preparation of the required remedies: the blood’s autonosode, the electronic copies of the potentiated chemical elements and of the CMH marker, was used the integrated medical system for electropuncture diagnostic «IMEDIS-EXPERT». The methods was tested on 523 patients with various pathologies and age between 18 and 75 years.

Conclusions: The criteria (1), (2) and (3) are statistically equivalent – they allow the selection of the same potentiated chemical elements as constitutional homeopathic remedy of high dilution. The constitutional homeopathic remedies, selected through one of these criteria, are efficient from the point of view of the express-diagnostic, and also from the point of view of the clinical therapy.
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